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SECTION 1; INTRODUCTION
1.1

PDP Associates has been appointed by PWA Planning to undertake an assessment of potential
landscape and visual effects arising from a residential development at Dean Farm, Whittingham Lane,
Broughton.

1.2

This assessment is based on a site visit undertaken on 31 July 2020. Weather conditions were bright
and sunny with intermittent cloud. Visibility was good.
Scope of this assessment

1.3

The purpose of this assessment is to identify potential landscape and visual receptors which may be
significantly affected by the development.

1.4

The level of assessment is considered appropriate to the scale and nature of the development and the
level of information currently available.

1.5

Landscape and visual appraisal involves an element of subjectivity on the part of the assessor.
Professional judgement, combining quantitative and qualitative factors, is now widely accepted as best
practice for assessing effects on landscape character and visual amenity. The approach taken for this
study follows the guidance recommended by the Landscape Institute/Institute of Environmental
Management and Assessment; Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition
(GLVIA) and also landscape character guidance published by Natural England.
Development description

1.6

This landscape and visual assessment is based on the illustrative scheme layout shown in Figure 3 of
this report. The proposals comprise a residential development of 32 dwellings on a site of approximately
0.99ha.

1.7

This study considers the potential landscape and visual effects associated with the proposed residential
development on land which is part of the rear garden and extended grounds of Dean Farm including a
ménage arena and former paddock. The assessment is made on the basis that the proposed
development will comprise residential units built in materials and in an architectural style in keeping with
the local modern/traditional vernacular. The detached/semi-detached properties will be laid out in
individual plots accessed from a new road layout, off Pudding Pie Nook Lane. A footpath will be provided
from the entrance to the site to the junction with Whittingham Lane.
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Figure 2. Site masterplan

SECTION 2; METHODOLOGY
2.1

The approach taken for this study follows guidance recommended by the Landscape
Institute/Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment; Guidelines for Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition (GLVIA) and also landscape character guidance published
by Natural England.

2.2

The study area has been largely deﬁned by the extent of land within which the site is theoretically
visible i.e. the potential visual envelope, and where local receptors may potentially experience
landscape and visual effects due to the development. The visual envelope was determined using
field work undertaken in July 2020 when deciduous vegetation was in full leaf. It is not expected
that the area of visibility would change significantly throughout the year due to the extent of
vegetation screening around the site, although from some locations, the magnitude of visual effects
may increase when vegetation is not in leaf. The predicted visual envelope is generally confined to
within 300m of the Application Site.

2.3

Field work for this assessment was undertaken on 31 July 2020. Weather conditions were bright
and sunny with intermittent cloud. Visibility was good.

2.4

This report utilises published and web-based information to inform the baseline conditions. It
includes data from the government website www.magic.gov.uk which combines a range of
environmental information provided by partner organisations, including Historic England. Reference
has also been made to MARIO, Lancashire County Council’s interactive mapping website and
Preston City Council Local Plan mapping service.

References
The Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition (2013). Landscape
Institute and the Institute for Environmental Management and Assessment.
An Approach to Landscape Character Assessment, (2014). Natural England.
National Character Area Profiles. Natural England.
Government website www.magic.gov.uk
Sustrans National Cycle Route Map. www.sustrans.org.uk/ncn/map
Historic Ordnance Survey maps 1849-1988.
Central Lancashire Core Strategy adopted July 2012. Lancashire County Council.
Preston Local Plan 2012-26 (Site Allocations and Development Management Policies (DPD),
adopted July 2015. Preston City Council.
Landscape Character Assessment for Lancashire (Lancashire County Council, 2000)
Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey and Baseline Ecological Impact Assessment. (February 2020)
Cameron S. Cook and Associates.
Tree Survey and Arboricultural Impact Assessment. (January 2020). Cameron S. Cook and
Associates.
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SECTION 3; APPRAISAL CRITERIA
Landscape appraisal
3.1

An assessment of landscape effects deals with the effects of change and development on
landscape as a resource. This includes how the proposal will affect the elements that make up the
landscape, the aesthetic and perceptual aspects of the landscape and its distinctive character.

3.2

An appraisal of landscape sensitivity is made by combining professional judgements in relation to
the susceptibility of the landscape to change (particular to the proposed development type) and the
value of the landscape receptor.

3.3

Professional judgements are made in relation to the susceptibility of the landscape receptor to
change. This is the capacity of a landscape receptor to accommodate the proposed development
without undue consequences for the maintenance of the baseline situation and/or the achievement
of landscape planning policies and strategies (whether the landscape receptor contributes to the
overall character of a particular landscape type/area, or an individual element/feature or designation
within it).

3.4

Judgements in relation to the value of the landscape receptor should reﬂect;

3.5

•

The value of the landscape character types or areas that may be affected based on a review
of any designations at both national and local levels. Where there are no designations,
judgements are based on criteria that can be used to establish landscape value.

•

The value of individual contributors to landscape character, especially key characteristics,
which may include individual elements of the landscape, particular landscape features, notable
aesthetic, perceptual or experiential qualities, and combinations of these contributors.

The appraisal of value is based on professional judgement and includes consideration of factors
such as;

•

Landscape quality (condition): A measure of the physical state of the landscape. It may include
the extent to which typical character is represented in individual areas, the intactness of the
landscape and the condition of individual elements.

•

Scenic Quality: The term used to describe landscapes that appeal primarily to the senses
(primarily but not wholly the visual senses).

•

Rarity: The presence of rare elements or features in the landscape or the presence of a rare
Landscape Character Type.

•

Representativeness: Whether the landscape contains a particular character and/or features or
elements which are considered particularly important examples.

•

Conservation Interests: The presence of features of wildlife, earth science or archaeological or
historic and cultural interest can add to the value of the landscape as well as having value in
their own right.

•

Recreational Value: Evidence that the landscape is valued for recreational activity where
experience of the landscape is important.

•

Perceptual Aspects: A landscape may be valued for its perceptual qualities, notably wildness
and / or tranquility.
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•
3.6

Cultural Associations: Some landscapes are associated with particular people, such as artists
or writers, or events in history that contribute to perceptions of the natural beauty of the area.

The resulting landscape sensitivity is described using a four-point scale (very high, high, medium
or low) based upon the criteria set out in Table 1. The magnitude of change on landscape receptors
is described using a four point scale ranging from high to negligible, as defined in Table 3. The
magnitude of change on landscape features is is described using a four-point scale ranging from
high to negligible using the criteria set out in Table 2.

Table 1 – Summary of landscape sensitivity
Landscape
sensitivity
Very high

Description
Typically, highly valued landscape of international or national landscape or
conservation importance such as National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty in pristine condition with no/few detracting elements.
Key characteristics of landscape are very vulnerable to change and are unable
to accommodate development without signiﬁcant character change;
thresholds for signiﬁcant change are very low.

High

Typically, valued landscape of national or regional landscape or
conservation importance such as some Special Landscape Areas, or areas
within National Parks or AONBs with minor detracting factors.
Key characteristics of landscape are vulnerable to change and development
can be absorbed only in limited situations without signiﬁcant character
change; thresholds for signiﬁcant change are low.

Medium

Typically, valued landscape of regional or local landscape or
conservation/amenity importance such as some Special Landscape Areas and
Areas of Local Landscape Importance, areas within National Parks or AONBs
with signiﬁcant detracting factors or local areas with value expressed in local
publications.
Key characteristics of landscape are susceptible to change but with some
ability to absorb development in some situations without signiﬁcant character
change; thresholds for signiﬁcant change are intermediate.

Low

Typically, undesignated landscape with some local community importance
such as unmanaged/fragmented green space, highway corridors and remnant
farmland.
Key characteristics of landscape are resilient to change and are able to absorb
development in many situations without signiﬁcant character change;
thresholds for signiﬁcant change are high.

Table 2 – Magnitude of change on landscape features
Magnitude of change on
landscape features
High
Medium
Low
Negligible

Dean Farm, Broughton

Criteria
Major loss or major alteration to an existing landscape feature.
Some loss or some alteration to part of an existing landscape feature.
Minor loss or alteration to part of an existing landscape feature.
No loss or negligible alteration to existing landscape features.
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Table 3 – Deﬁnition of magnitude of change on landscape or visual character
Magnitude

Landscape effects

Visual effects

High

The proposed development would be
extremely damaging to landscape
character and would;
Result in a complete change to
character, or introduce features, which
are dominant, intrusive or totally
uncharacteristic. Be at complete
variance with landform, scale and
settlement pattern. Result in the total
loss or alteration of characteristic
features and elements, and/or reduce or
remove their setting.
Be incapable of mitigation.

Major permanent /long term
change in the existing view,
change very prominent in
character and composition of view
through obstruction, loss of key
elements,
addition
of
uncharacteristic elements.

Medium

The proposed development would
damage landscape or visual character
and would;
Result in a clearly identiﬁable or
prominent change to character,
although
may
not
necessarily
considered
to
be
substantially
uncharacteristic.
Be out of scale, or at odds with the
landform, scale and settlement pattern.
Result in partial loss or alteration of
characteristic features and elements,
and/or reduce or remove their setting.
Be incapable of full mitigation and/or
mitigation may conﬂict with local
guidelines.

Medium permanent/long term
change in the existing view,
change may be prominent but not
substantially different in scale and
character to surroundings. View
character
partially
changed
through introduction of elements
that may be uncharacteristic but
not
necessarily
visually
discordant.

Low

The proposed development would have
a minor, but discernible change to
landscape or visual character and
would;
Result in a discernible change to
character, although not necessarily
uncharacteristic when set within the
attributes of the receiving landscape.
Slight change in landform, scale and
settlement pattern.
Result in the minor loss or alteration of
characteristic features and elements,
and/or reduce their setting.
Cannot be entirely mitigated, due to the
nature of the proposals or character or
not fulﬁl local guidelines.

Minor permanent /long term
change in view - change will be
distinguishable
from
the
surroundings whilst composition
and character of view, although
altered will be broadly comparable
in
quality
to
pre-change
circumstances.

Negligible

The proposed development will have no
noticeable effect due to;
The
development
being
barely
discernible as a change in landscape or
visual character.
It complements the scale, landform and
settlement pattern.
It
incorporates
measures
for
mitigation/enhancement that enable the
proposals to blend with the surrounding
area, meeting local guidelines for the
area.

Very slight permanent term
change in view-change barely
distinguishable
from
surroundings. Composition and
character of view substantially
unaltered.
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Visual appraisal
3.7

An appraisal of visual effects deals with the effects of change on the views available to people and
their visual amenity. This includes how the surroundings of individuals or groups of people may
speciﬁcally be affected by changes in the content and character of views as a result of the change
or loss of existing elements of the landscape and/or the introduction of new elements. The
magnitude of change on visual receptors is described using a four point scale ranging from high to
negligible, as defined in Table 3.

3.8

A visual receptor is a special interest or viewer group that will experience an effect. This includes
residents, recreational users, visitors and groups of viewers present at or passing through the
viewpoint.

3.9

An appraisal of visual sensitivity is made by combining professional judgements in relation to the
susceptibility of the visual receptor to change (particular to the proposed development type) and the
value of the visual receptor. In visual appraisal some visual receptors are considered more sensitive
than others. Greater weight is given to the visual effects upon public viewpoints than upon private
properties. Views from rooms that are used during daylight hours, such as sitting rooms, are also
deemed to be more important than views from secondary rooms such as bedrooms. Visual
sensitivity is described using a four point scale ranging from very high to low, as defined in Table 4.

3.10

Professional judgements are made in relation to the susceptibility of the visual receptor to change.
This is mainly a function of;

3.11

•

The occupation or activity of people experiencing the view at particular locations.

•

The extent to which their attention or interest may therefore be focused on the views and the
visual amenity they experience at particular locations.

•

The contents/context of the existing view in relation to the type of development proposed.
e.g. a view overlooking a moorland or other natural area devoid of any man-made features or
intrusions has a higher susceptibility to change.

Judgements in relation to the value of the visual receptor should reﬂect;

•

Recognition of the value attached to particular views i.e. in relation to heritage assets or
planning designations.

•

Indicators of the value attached to views by visitors, i.e. the appearance of them in tourist maps,
provision of facilities for the enjoyment of views or references to speciﬁc views in literature or
art.

•

The contents/context of the existing view in relation to the type of development proposed-e.g.
a view overlooking a moorland or other natural area devoid of any man-made features or
intrusions has a higher susceptibility to change.
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Table 4 – Sensitivity of visual receptors
Sensitivity of visual
receptor
Very High

Criteria

High

Residents with direct open views of the site. Users of long distance
trails (e.g. Pennine Way) and public rights of way, caravan parks and
campsites, tourist attractions with opportunities for views of the
landscape (but not speciﬁcally requiring an appreciation of the
landscape), slow paced recreational activities which derive part of
their pleasure from an appreciation of setting (e.g. golf).

Medium

Residents with partial/oblique views of the site. Users of public rights
of way within urban /urban fringe or degraded landscapes Users of
minor road users and commercial railways travelling through or past
the affected landscape, recreational activities not speciﬁcally
focused on the landscape (e.g. football), hotel users.

Low

People at their place of work (e.g. offices), shoppers, users of
trunk/major roads. Industrial and commercial activities, military
facilities.

People at tourist attractions with a speciﬁc focus on the view, visitors
to historic features/estates (where the setting is important to the
appreciation and understanding of the property and history).

Appraisal of effects
3.12

The magnitude of change (or nature of effect) arising from the proposed development at any
particular viewpoint is described as high, medium, low or negligible based on the interpretation of a
combination of largely quantiﬁable parameters, as follows;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Degree of physical change in landscape features and landscape character.
Duration of effect.
Distance of the viewpoint from the development.
Extent of the development in the view.
Angle of view in relation to main receptor activity.
Proportion of the ﬁeld of view occupied by the development.
Background to the development.
Extent of other built development visible, particularly vertical elements.

3.13

The impact on the landscape and visual amenity is determined by combining the landscape
sensitivity with the magnitude of change for each viewpoint, in accordance with the matrix and
descriptions shown in Table 5.

3.14

Where an effect falls within a split category, professional judgement is used to evaluate which of
the two categories most closely ﬁts. While the matrices are helpful to moderate opinion, professional
judgement may overrule a matrix in speciﬁc cases where this can clearly be justiﬁed.

3.15

The resulting signiﬁcance values for appraisal of the effects upon both landscape and visual amenity
are deﬁned in Table 6.

3.16

Effects can be positive, negative or neutral. This is somewhat subjective and relies largely upon
professional judgement but can be broadly deﬁned as follows:

•
•
•

Beneﬁcial - the effect would result in an improvement in the baseline situation
Neutral - the effect would result in there being little or no change in the baseline situation, or
a change that is neither negative nor positive
Adverse - the effect would result in a deterioration of the baseline situation
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Table 5 – Criteria for assessing landscape and visual impact.
Magnitude of
effect

Negligible

Low

Medium

High

Low

Neutral

Minor/Neutral

Moderate/Minor

Medium
High

Minor/Neutral
Minor/Neutral

Minor
Moderate/Minor

Minor
Moderate/Minor

Very high

Minor/Neutral

Moderate

Sensitivity

Moderate
Major/
Moderate

Moderate
Major/
Moderate
Major

Table 6 – Signiﬁcance of criteria for landscape and visual impact.
Level of signiﬁcance
Neutral

Deﬁnition
The proposed scheme would affect no landscape or visual
receptors.

Minor/Neutral

The proposed scheme is largely appropriate in its context and would
have very little effect on its surroundings and affect very few receptors.

Minor

The proposed scheme would cause a minimal change in the
landscape and would affect very few receptors.

Moderate/Minor

The proposed scheme would have a slight change on the
landscape and would affect few receptors

Moderate

The proposed scheme would have a noticeable effect on the landscape
and would affect several receptors, therefore changing the landscape
character or the character of a view.

Major/Moderate

The proposed scheme would have a very noticeable effect
on the landscape and would affect several or many
receptors, therefore changing the character of a view.

Major

The proposed scheme would change the character and appearance
of the landscape, either for a long period or permanently. It would
affect many receptors and would therefore greatly alter the character
of a view.
Not signiﬁcant
Potentially signiﬁcant
Signiﬁcant
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SECTION 4; BASELINE CONDITIONS
The study area
4.1

The study area shown on Figure 2 covers land within approximately 600m from the Application
Site, however, this assessment is primarily concerned with land within the predicted visual envelope
shown on Figure 4. The context map on Figure 1 shows a more extensive area of land outside
the study area to illustrate the wider geographic area and connectivity.

4.2

The study area is focused on the Application Site, Dean Farm and the surrounding settlement. It
includes dwellings and commercial properties off Whittingham Lane, Short Lane, Langley Lane and
Pudding Pie Nook Lane and also farmland outside of the settlement area. Whittingham Lane is the
main public highway through the study area except for the M6 motorway corridor, located in the
western part.
Planning context

4.3

The Local Development Framework (LDF) for the Application Site and study area comprises the
National Planning Policy Framework, Central Lancashire Core Strategy, adopted July 2012, the
Preston Local Plan 2012-26 (Site Allocations and Development Management Policies (DPD),
adopted July 2015 and made Neighbourhood Plans.

4.4

There are a raft of local policies concerned with development, design, green infrastructure,
landscape character and the environment. The following policies are considered the most relevant
to this study and the proposed development. The local planning authority may identify additional
policies.
Central Lancashire Core Strategy
Policy 17: Design of New Buildings
Policy 19: Areas of Separation and Major Open Space
Policy 21: Landscape Character Areas
Preston Local Plan 2012-26
EN1 Development in the Open Countryside
EN3 Future Provision of Green Infrastructure
EN4 Areas of Separation
EN9 Design of New Development
EN3 Future Provision of Green Infrastructure
Landscape/planning designations

4.5

The Application Site does not fall within any nationally designated landscape area.

4.6

The site is washed over by land identified in the Local Plan as Open Countryside (Policy EN1) and
Areas of Separation (Policy EN4).

4.7

There is one Listed Buildings located within the study area. Pudding Pie Nook (Grade II) is located
approximately 300m south of the Application Site. There is no potential for the setting of this building
to be significantly affected by the proposed development. For the purpose of this study, setting is
the area of land which falls within the visual setting of the building. It does not refer to the historical
setting normally considered in a Heritage Assessment.
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Vegetation/habitat
4.8

The Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey and Baseline Ecological Impact Assessment by Cameron S
Cook and Associates (February 2020) summaries habitats on the Application Site as follows;
•
•
•
•
•

Existing garden and lawns with ornamental trees and shrubs.
Species-poor improved grassland
Hardstandings and outbuildings associated with equestrian use and outdoor storage
Predominantly non-native mature trees and plantation woodland belts.
Areas of scrub and tall ruderal vegetation (mainly around the site margins)

4.9

On adjoining land (outside the Application Site) there is a block of semi-mature, mixed broadleaf
and coniferous woodland and pond with marginal vegetation and dense scrub along the course of
Dean Brook.

4.10

The Habitat Survey confirms there are no areas of true woodland. Some of the existing plantation
belts, including a stand of Leyland cypress, are believed to have been planted when the site was
used as a commercial plant nursery. The Habitat Survey concludes that no important habitats or
vegetation communities occur within or close to the development footprint or are likely to be
adversely affected by the proposals. The survey further concludes that with adequate mitigation,
there will be no negative ecological impact of any significance due to the development proposals.

4.11

The Tree Survey and Arboricultural Impact Assessment by Cameron S Cook and Associates
(January 2020) identifies 18 individual trees, 11tree groups and one block of plantation woodland.
Tree species include poplar, birch, ash, oak and conifer. Garden trees include weeping willow and
conifer. The surveyed trees/groups are generally classified as Category B (Moderate quality and
value) or Category C (Low quality and value). Three specimen/groups are classified as Category U
(Remove).
Access and linkages

4.12

There is no public access across the Application Site. The nearest public footpath is on Pudding
Pie Nook Lane which connects to footpaths 6-9FP12 and 6-9FP13a to the south. There is a footpath
on Whittingham Lane and several public footpaths to the north of this road corridor - see Figure 4.
Topography

4.13

There is a fall of approximately 4m across the Application Site, south to north, from Pudding Pie
Nook Lane to Dean Brook. The southern and western parts have been partially levelled to
accommodate the garden and equestrian facilities. On the southern site boundary, levels are
around 50-51m AOD (Above Ordnance Datum) falling to approximately 46-47m AOD along Dean
Brook.
Historical

4.14

Reference to historic ordnance survey maps and aerial photography from the C19th and C20th
indicates that land within the study area has remained predominantly rural farmland with a small
number of large farmsteads to the north and south of Whittingham Lane and residential land focused
on the corridor along this highway. A large-scale commercial plant nursery was developed on land
to the south of Dean Farm in the late C20th. The nursery operation is no longer trading but
cultivation areas are still visible in the local landscape.

4.15

In the late C19th and early part of the C20th the settlement at Broughton was focused on the estate
at Broughton House and Broughton Park with a separate cluster of properties around the junction
of Whittingham Road/Garstang Road. This cluster slowly expanded during the interwar years with
additional properties enclosed by orchards spreading out from the junction. This period saw the
beginnings of linear housing development along Whittingham Lane. By the 1950’s this linear
development had spread west to the railway line and east, to Dean Farm. Further development in
the late 1950s and 1960s, west of Garstang Road, altered the settlement pattern to a more random/
dispersed layout with small cul-de sacs and infill development gradually merging together to form a
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continuous, rectilinear block of settlement. The M6 motorway was constructed in the late 1960s
causing the western and eastern part of the settlement to become visually and physically separated.
4.16

Aerial photographs from the 1940s and 1960s show a broadly rectilinear field pattern throughout
the study area. Fields are marked by hedges and field trees with larger tree groups and orchards
around the farmsteads. A narrow belt of mature trees follows the course of Dean Brook. Throughout
the study area, woodland is generally sparse and less extensive than present. Historic maps and
aerial photographs show tree cover in the adjoining field to the north-east of Dean Farm, which may
have been an old orchard. Plantation woodland belts to the south of Dean Farm are relatively recent,
most likely planted in the late C20th as part of the development of Oak Nurseries located east of
Pudding Pie Nook Lane. Aerial photographs from the early 2000’s show an extensive nursery and
cultivation area with large scale glass houses and growing areas enclosed by plantation woodland
and coniferous shelter belts. Part of the nursery site covered the Application Site. It is understood
that the current owners of Dean Farm, purchased part of the former nursery site to form a paddock
(currently unmanaged grassland) and ménage area. This land makes up a substantial part of the
Application Site.

4.17

Since the late 1980’s some commercial land has been developed off Pudding Pie Nook Lane,
immediately west of Dean Farm. In 2018, a two-storey distribution centre was granted planning
approval to the south of Dean Farm, adjoining the Application Site. This development is currently
under construction. Small scale housing development has also taken place around Almond Nook
Farm and Nook Farm.
Visual Envelope

4.18

The visual envelope describes land which has visual connectivity with the Application Site and the
proposed development. In this instance, the visual envelope is restricted by mature trees/woodland
and existing properties. The visual envelope is generally confined to within 300m of the Application
Site - see Figure 4.
Landscape Character
National level

4.19

The Application Site and study area fall within National Character Area (NCA) 33: Bowland Fringe
and Pendle Hill. This character area covers 74,090 ha. There is no potential for significant
landscape effects on this character area due to the extent of the area and the scale and nature of
the proposed development/character area. No further study will be undertaken in this report.
County level

4.20

The Landscape Character Assessment for Lancashire (Lancashire County Council, 2000) classifies
the Application Site and study area under County Character Area – Undulating Lowland Farmland,
described under Area 5h Goosnargh - Whittingham as follows;
The undulating lowland farmland on the north-east fringes of Preston forms a transitional landscape
between the upland landscape of the Bowland Fells to the north-east and the agricultural
Amounderness Plain to the west. It is a historically interesting area on the fringe of the Forest of
Bowland AONB. The landform gently descends from 150m at the moorland fringe of Beacon Fell
to the 30m contour (approximately) which defines the edge of the sandstone agricultural plain of
the Fylde. However, this is not a clear boundary and the visual transition from one to the other
occurs across a broad area between the M6 and main Preston to Lancaster railway line. As a result
of this gradual transition it demonstrates characteristics of both the Fylde and the Bowland fringes.
It is a pastoral landscape which is relatively open and intensively farmed with much hedgerow loss
and few trees or woodlands although hedgerows along the network of lanes are important
landscape features. There are often clear views over the plain below. The area is under pressure
from built development as a result of its proximity to Preston. Vernacular buildings are of local
stone, although a number of incongruous materials are seen throughout the area. The area is rich
in evidence for Roman occupation.
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4.21

The Landscape Strategy for Lancashire (Lancashire County Council, 2000) describes the following
key environmental factors, forces for change and recommendations which are relevant to the
Application Site and the local area;
Key environmental factors
• Wooded river corridors and gorges provide a sense of enclosure, sheltered habitats and
distinctive patterns on the valley sides. Many are also historic sites for early water powered
industry.
• Hedgerows and hedgerow trees define the field pattern in contrast with the moorland fringe
farmland, where stone walls dominate over hedgerows. They also provide sheltered habitats
which are important wildlife links between the wooded cloughs and outlying woodlands.
• Small mixed woodlands provide important habitats and cover for wildlife and contribute to the
overall appearance of a ‘wooded’ farmland. They reflect an important phase in landscape
evolution when 19th century estate woods and shelterbelts were developed for game shooting.
• Historic villages, stone bridges and stone walls reflect the local geology; many villages are
clustered at river crossing points and there is a dispersed pattern of farms and cottages on the
rural roads along the valley sides.
• Limestone outcrops and knolls (in some of the character areas) provide a sharp contrast to the
gentler rolling formations of the grazing land and provide shelter for sheep. They are also
important for biodiversity.
• Roman remains and roads reflect the importance of the area during Roman occupation - the
routes of Roman roads are visible in sections of existing roads and tracks.
• Historic rove roads support woodland, scrub and tall herb strips.
• Country houses, and estates are important in terms of architecture and landscape design - they
indicate the county’s growing wealth in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Local Forces for Change and their Landscape Implications
A decline in mature hedgerow and parkland trees which are a valuable ecological resource and
important hedgerow boundary markers. The presence of many trees provides the impression of a
well-managed, healthy landscape. There is little evidence of regeneration in hedgerows or of new
planting to replace existing ageing or declining trees
Increasing pressures for residential development on the edges of settlements, such as Ribchester,
influences the landscape setting and approach to these small rural settlements. Many new
developments use imported inappropriate materials such as red brick, which can be intrusive in this
rural setting.
Landscape Strategy for Undulating Lowland Farmland
Conserve the distinctive rural hedgerow network - encourage continued hedgerow management, replanting gaps and planting of a new generation of hedgerow saplings to conserve the hedgerow
network.
Conserve rural built features such as stone bridges, historic villages and stone walls - avoid road
improvements which would affect the setting or structure of stone bridges or walls; encourage the
use of the appropriate local limestone or gritstone to ensure new buildings and materials reflect the
local architecture of the area; avoid using inappropriate or alien materials such as red brick and
concrete tiles in historic villages.
Conserve country houses and parkland as features of the landscape; conserve the settings to
country houses, encouraging continued management of grounds as parkland including planting of
parkland trees; ensure entrances are not affected by road alterations or built development; avoid
loss of integrity by division into multiple ownership or loss to agriculture; retain traditional parkland
features such as railings, kissing gates and veteran trees.
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Conserve the distinctive settings to rural settlements; ensure new development on the edges of
villages reflects the characteristic clustered form; development should be sited to retain views to
landscape features and landmarks, such as church towers on the approaches to villages; avoid
ribbon development which would disrupt the characteristic clustered form of settlements and the
rural character of local roads; maintain stone walls, which are often located on the outskirts of villages
such as Slaidburn, respecting local differences in style and construction; encourage tree planting as
an integral part of new development, creating links with existing farm woodlands and the network of
hedgerows.
Enhance the wooded character of the lowland landscape ; promote the planting of new woodland to
link the lowland landscape existing woods and hedgerows, aiming for a continuous network of trees,
hedgerows and woods where this does not conflict with other habitats of biodiversity significance ;
encourage planting of small farm woodlands which are a feature of the lowland agricultural
landscape and provide `stepping stones’ for wildlife between larger woodlands; promote the
restoration where appropriate of semi-natural habitats to increase the; resource and to develop
linkage and corridors for wildlife; encourage use of species which are typical of the area such as
lowland oak woods, alder in wetter places and ash woodland where the soils are moist and/or baserich.
Site and adjoining land
4.22

The Application Site is located on the edge of an existing settlement, south of Dean Farm, in
Broughton. The site covers a development area of 0.99ha. It comprises a former paddock of
unmanaged semi-improved grassland and ménage arena, hard-standings and part of the rear
garden of Dean Farm. See Figure 5 and site photographs. The site slopes towards Dean Brook,
which borders the northern boundary, in a gradual, even fall. Around the site margins there are
mature trees, plantation woodland and conifer shelter belts. There are also tree specimens in the
gardens of Dean Farm. Most of the tree planting, except along the course of Dean Brook, is not
historic but most likely planted in the 1960s as part of the commercial operations for the former
Oaks Nursery which occupied land to the east of Pudding Pie Nook Lane.

4.23

Land on the Application Site is substantially screened in public views by mature vegetation,
topography and garden boundaries. Where visible, the site is generally only discernible by existing
mature trees. Winter views may be slightly more extensive. The site has an enclosed character
due to the presence of mature vegetation, but this enclosure has evolved relatively recently
following planting undertaken by the former nursery business and owners of Dean Farm. In addition,
the property and grounds at Dean Farm have been substantially altered over the past 50 years. The
property is of no historic architectural importance.

4.24

The wider settlement of Broughton site, beyond Broughton Estate, was initially established around
the Whittingham Lane/ Garstang Road junction, spreading out in a linear fashion along Whittingham
Lane and then expanding in a series of cul-de sacs and infill development in the western part. Many
local farmsteads have been redeveloped with new/updated residential properties and upgraded
access. This is particularly evident on the farms accessed off Pudding Pie Nook Lane.

4.25

The site lies within Landscape Character Area Landscape Character Area 5h Goosnargh –
Whittingham as described in The Landscape Character Assessment for Lancashire (Lancashire
County Council, 2000). Land in the study area displays some of the key environmental factors
described for Landscape Character Area 5h Goosnargh – Whittingham, however, the character of
land on the Application Site and adjoining land has been altered by previous development and by
new commercial development under construction. In other parts of the study area the historic field
pattern remains largely intact except where the M6 motorway has severed the landscape. The
motorway corridor has also impacted negatively on the character of the local landscape due to
audible traffic noise. This adversely affects local tranquillity. Throughout the study area, woodland
and tree cover has increased over the last 150 years due to housing and commercial development.
This is most noticeable in the landscape around Pudding Pie Nook Lane where there are numerous
small plantation woodlands and shelter belts. Historically, this land was farmland and distinctly more
open in character.

4.26

Pudding Pie Nook Lane is a narrow country lane and public footpath, providing access to properties
around Almond Nook Farm and Almond Farm - now substantially redeveloped for residential use.
The lane is rural in character in the central section, south of the Distribution Centre (under
construction) with tall hedges restricting views across the countryside. The lane becomes more
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suburban/urban in the northern part, where it forms the access to a small number of commercial
properties and dwellings, including Dean Farm. West of Almond Nook Farm, the lane is more private
in character and serves as shared access to residential properties on the original farmstead.
Summary description of the site and adjoining land
Key characteristics – development area is inaccessible private land occupied by domestic garden
and land used for equestrian activity. Former commercial nursery and paddock. Substantially
enclosed by small woodland plantations and conifer shelter belts of limited wildlife value. Site
accessed via public lane (public footpath).
Function – equestrian land/private garden.
Value – existing trees contribute to local green infrastructure and settlement character but are not
historic and do not reflect traditional field/landscape pattern or typical of local landscape character.
Land on the Application Site is of low amenity value due to poor visibility and inaccessibility.
Character – predominantly, enclosed domestic garden and equestrian land
Views – site almost entirely screened by mature vegetation. Some potential visibility across the site
from small number of properties, adjoining commercial development and Pudding Pie Nook Lane.
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Site photograph 1.

Site photograph 2.

Site photograph 3.

Site photograph 4.

Site photograph 5.

Site photograph 6.

SECTION 5; POTENTIAL EFFECTS
5.1

The nature and magnitude of landscape and visual impacts will change during the phases of the
development, through construction, at completion and after establishment of any landscape proposals
i.e. the long-term residual impacts. Some types of development may generate impacts which are severe
but short term, i.e. during construction, whereas others may have minor residual effects which may be
of a permanent nature. In addition, some impacts could be signiﬁcantly mitigated by landscape and
other measures which will be of beneﬁt in the longer term.

5.2

The following aspects of the proposed development are of relevance in the consideration of potential
landscape and visual effects;
Construction effects and impacts

5.3

The following potential impacts and effects have been taken into consideration in the landscape and
visual assessment. These impacts occur during preparation for construction and during the construction
phase of the development.

•
•
•
•

Visual effects due to machinery and site operations
Landscape effects and change in character due to removal of trees and other vegetation
Landscape effects due to site clearance and preparatory works.
Visual effects due to on-site storage of materials, site compound, signage, hoardings and fencing.

Operation effects and impacts
5.4

The following potential Operational impacts and effects have been taken into consideration in the
landscape and visual assessment. These impacts occur at completion of the development.

•
•
•

Landscape effects due to proposed development/ landscape features
Landscape effects due to loss of existing vegetation and new planting
Visual effects due to proposed development/ landscape features

Residual effects and impacts
5.5

The following potential residual impacts and effects have been taken into consideration in the landscape
and visual assessment. Residual impacts are the long-term effects experienced by receptors after the
establishment of the development, taking account of any screening benefit of the proposed landscape
mitigation, other planting and additional measures, as appropriate. For the purpose of this LVIA, residual
effects are defined as effects at 15 years after completion.

•
•
•

Landscape effects due to proposed development/ landscape features
Landscape effects due to loss of existing vegetation and new planting
Visual effects due to proposed development/ landscape features

Mitigation
5.6

The assessment of landscape and visual effects takes account of any design features which could
prevent/avoid, reduce or offset and remedy (compensate for) any significant adverse effects.

5.7

The following proposed mitigation/compensation measures and design features are of relevance for
this report;

•

Proposed landscape scheme comprising 13 trees, 102m length of native hedge planting and
745m2 of wildflower meadow.
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SECTION 6; LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL ASSESSMENT

6.1

This section considers the potential landscape and visual effects and impacts associated with the
proposed residential development at Dean Farm, Broughton. It identiﬁes the key landscape and visual
receptors and provides an appraisal of potential landscape and visual effects arising from the
development taking account of any design features which will mitigate or offset these effects.
Key considerations
•
•
•
•
•

Existing and previous land use.
Edge of settlement location.
The loss of existing vegetation/green infrastructure.
Proposed landscape mitigation.
Restricted views of the site from adjoining land/wider landscape.

LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL
Landscape features
6.2

There will be no effect on local public footpaths.

6.3

The development would result in the loss of approximately 0.41 hectares of semi-improved grassland,
8 individual trees and 7 tree groups. In addition, two trees are slightly affected by a minor encroachment
over the root zone. This would not affect the long term survival of the tree with appropriate root protection
works. One of the trees recommended for removal is dead, otherwise all removed trees are Category
C. The trees requiring root protection works are category C trees. The effected trees generally comprise
of plantation species such as poplar and conifer but also include birch and willow. Works to Pudding Pie
Nook Lane would result in the removal of a section of conifer hedge. The hedge would be replanted with
a new native hedge of equal length.

6.4

The loss of trees and hedging would be partially mitigated by the landscape proposals, however the
extent of green infrastructure across the site would reduce and there would be a change in the pattern
of green infrastructure. Overall, the effect on landscape features is considered to be minor.

Landscape receptors
6.5

The following landscape receptors have the potential to be affected by the development proposals. For
the purpose of this study, where applicable, landscape character, the site, local settlement, landscape
planning designations and other landscape/urban receptors have been assessed under landscape
receptors.
Landscape receptor 1
The site and adjoining land
Landscape receptor 2
Published landscape character areas
Landscape sensitivity

6.6

The proposed development is located on private, inaccessible land which has been altered by
previous/existing land use. It is not located on land which is a nationally designated landscape area. The
site is of low amenity value except for existing tree cover which contributes to local green infrastructure
and settlement character. The site lies on the edge of an existing settlement which has expanded in a
linear fashion along Whittingham Lane but is more dispersed around Dean Farm and also west of the M6
motorway corridor. The historic landscape pattern has been substantially lost or altered due to previous
development. The site has low visibility within the local landscape due to plantation woodland and conifer
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shelter belts around the margins. Surrounding land is already been developed for residential/commercial
use and further commercial development is under construction. The site has no habitats of high ecological
value.
6.7

The sensitivity of the Application Site and adjoining land to a development of this nature and scale is
considered to be medium/low.
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Table 7
Landscape receptor 1
The site and adjoining land
Landscape receptor
Sensitivity

Medium/low

Baseline

Refer to paragraphs 4.22 - 4.26

Nature of
Impact

There would be a change in the character of the site due to the change in land use.
Generally, these changes would not be perceived in the wider landscape due to the extent
of planting around the site margins. Any change would be noticeable only from a short
section of Pudding Pie Nook Lane and a small number of properties.
There would be a minor change in existing green infrastructure due to the loss of
vegetation required to accommodate the development and site access. Any trees and
hedges lost through development would be replaced with mitigation planting. Overall,
there would be an increase in green infrastructure due to the landscape proposals.
There would be no perceived change in the sense of enclosure/openness across the
Application Site. The development would not reduce the visual and physical gap between
the Broughton and adjoining villages.
A short section of Pudding Pie Nook Lane would be widened to accommodate a new
footpath. This would result in the loss in conifer hedging and garden fencing which would
temporarily change the character over this part of the lane. This would be mitigated by the
introduction of new fencing and native hedging on the new road alignment. Any visual
changes would be barely perceptible in the long term. A slight increase in traffic levels
generated by the development would affect a short section of public footpath on Pudding
Pie Nook Lane between Whitingham Lane and the site access.

Construction
Magnitude

High

Significance

Moderate-moderate/minor

Operation /Completion
Magnitude

High/Medium

Significance

Moderate - moderate/minor

Residual
Magnitude

High/Medium

Significance

Moderate - moderate/minor
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Table 8
Landscape receptor 2
Published landscape character areas
Landscape receptor
Character

Undulating Lowland Farmland

Area /type
Sensitivity
of receptor

Area 5h Goosnargh - Whittingham
Medium

Baseline

Refer to paragraphs 4.20 - 4.21

Nature of
Impact

The Application Site is located on the edge of an established settlement on land which
has been altered by previous/exiting land use. The historic landscape pattern has been
lost. Plantation woodland around the site margins contributes to local green infrastructure.
The woodland is not historic but most likely planted during the last 50 years. It has no
significant ecological value.
The development would not introduce features which would appear distinctly incongruous
in the local landscape. There would be no change in the settlement limit and no reduction
in physical and visual separation between local settlement.
There would be no significant loss of existing landscape features described as key
characteristics of this landscape character area. Any trees lost due to the development
would be mitigated by new planting. Proposed landscape management would enhance
the ecological value of existing landscape features. There would be no loss of landscape
features which have important ecological value.
The change in the visual character of the site is unlikely to have a significant effect on the
character of the wider landscape due to screening around the site, the limited visual
envelope generated by the development and the nature and character of local views
within the settlement. Potential significant landscape effects will be localised and limited
to the site and adjoining land.

Character

Undulating Lowland Farmland

Area /type

Area 5h Goosnargh - Whittingham

Construction
Magnitude

Low

Significance

Minor

Operation /Completion
Magnitude

Low

Significance

Minor

Residual
Magnitude

Low

Significance

Minor
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VISUAL APPRAISAL
6.8

The appraisal of visual effects was undertaken based on field work supplemented by viewpoint analysis
recommended in best practice guidance. A number of viewpoints were identiﬁed to represent a range of
effects likely to be generated by the development on local receptors or to illustrate specific visual effects
or features in the landscape. Photography and survey work was undertaken from publicly accessible roads
and footpaths except when additional on-site photographs were considered helpful to illustrate specific
views, landscape features or visual effects. The photographic viewpoints were selected to represent a
range of views and viewer types. Where applicable, these cover a variety of different character types, are
in different directions from the site and are at varying elevations. The viewpoints are located at a range of
distances from the development to illustrate the varying magnitude of visual impacts.

6.9

The photographs are used to help determine the effects on visual receptors within the study area,
however, as noted above, the visual assessment is primarily based on observations made in the field.
The absence of photographic evidence does not imply that a receptor has not been assessed but may
indicate issues with accessibility on private land or that the assessment is based on analysis of
illustrative/representative photographs other photographs/observations undertaken in the locality.

6.10

The photographic viewpoints are used as a tool to evaluate potential landscape and visual impacts on
local receptors and to illustrate specific landscape features and visual characteristics. They do not
represent every potential view or landscape feature in the study area. See also Section 3.
Photographic viewpoints

6.11

The location of each viewpoint is shown in Figure 6. Where required, an independent assessment of this
report should be based on an independent site survey. The viewpoints contained in this report can be
assessed using the location data provided in this report.

6.12

Site photographs were taken using a full frame sensor Nikon D750 digital SLR camera and 50mm fixed
lens to provide the equivalent of a 50mm lens on a traditional SLR camera. The photographs have been
stitched together using Adobe Photoshop or Microsoft ICE software. Where possible, the photographs
have been cropped to illustrate specific views, landscape features and landscape/visual context. During
the stitching process none of the photographs were distorted in terms of scaling.
Visual receptors

6.13

The following residents, local people and visitors are potential receptors who may experience visual
effects. These receptors have been assessed in broad groups based on the nature of the receptor and/or
the nature of potential effect.
Visual receptor group 1
Residents/visitors to residential/commercial properties on land to the immediate west of Pudding
Pie Nook Lane.
Visual receptor group 2
Residents in properties at Pudding Pie Nook.
Visual receptor group 3
Travellers on Pudding Pie Nook Lane (public footpath 6-9FP10)
Visual receptor group 4
Travellers on Whittingham Lane.
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Table 9
Visual receptor group 1
Residents/visitors to residential/commercial properties on land to the immediate west of Pudding
Pie Nook Lane.
Visual receptor
Photographic viewpoints

1,4

Existing views
There is a single dwelling and several commercial properties on land immediately
west of Pudding Pie Nook Lane where residents/visitors/workers have views towards
the Application Site. The only part of the Application Site visible from these properties
is Pudding Pie Nook Lane. The road is substantially screened by hedges and mature
trees and only visible in very close proximity or glimpsed through gaps/thinnings in
the vegetation or at access points. Visibility may increase slightly when vegetation is
not in leaf.

Predicted views
There are unlikely to be significant views of the proposed built development from
these properties although traffic generated by the development will be visible on
Pudding Pie Nook Lane. Proposed built development may be glimpsed in filtered
views towards the development area along the proposed access road but such views
would be substantially screened. In any event, glimpsed/filtered/partial views of the
proposed buildings would not appear distinctly incongruous or discordant given the
presence of other dwellings/commercial properties in this part of the settlement. There
would be no loss of high-quality view due to the proposed development and no
perceived change in the extent of tree cover in the local landscape.

Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Residents

High

Commercial property
visitors

Low

Magnitude of change
Low
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Residual

Residents

Minor/neutral

Minor/neutral

Minor/neutral

Commercial property visitors
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Table 10
Visual receptor group 2
Residents in properties in Pudding Pie Nook.
Visual receptor
Photographic viewpoints

5, Site photograph 4

Existing views
There are several properties at Pudding Pie Nook, including Almond Nook
Cottage/Cardwell’s Cottage and Nook Cottage, where residents have potential views
to the north, towards the Application Site, from windows and/or external grounds.
Views are from secondary windows on gable ends or upper floor windows. Nook
Cottage has oblique views from principal windows.
Where views occur, the Application Site is partially visible in the middle distance
through a gap in existing tree belts. The only visible part of the site is the trees around
the margins. These form part of the woodland south of Dean Farm. Views may be
more extensive in winter when deciduous vegetation is not in leaf. Coniferous trees
and hedges are likely to provide substantial all-year around screening.
Generally, views towards the Application Site from these properties are of a pleasant
rural nature although not especially remarkable or of special scenic character.
Existing properties off Pudding Pie Nook Lane/Whittingham Lane are generally well
screened from dwellings at Almond Nook Farm although occasional,
glimpsed/filtered views may occur in winter when deciduous vegetation is not in leaf.

Predicted views
Residents in properties with views towards the Application Site are likely to
experience middle distance views of proposed dwellings on the southern edge of the
Application Site. There may also be partial glimpsed views of the roofscape of other
parts of the development. Where visible, buildings on the southern edge of the
development would be partially or substantially screened by hedges and planting on
garden boundaries. There would be no loss of high-quality view due to the proposed
development and no perceived change in the extent of tree cover in the local
landscape.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Residents

High

Magnitude of change
Low
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Residual

Residents

Moderate/minor

Moderate/minor

Moderate/minor
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Table 11
Visual receptor group 3
Travellers on Pudding Pie Nook Lane (public footpath 6-9FP10/6-9FP13a)
Visual receptor
Photographic viewpoints

1,3,4,5,6

Existing views
Travellers on Pudding Pie Nook Lane have views towards the Application Site from
a short section of this road. The proposed development site is generally screened
by trees and topography. The most visible part of the Application Site is the
woodland around the margins. The grounds and buildings at Dean Farm are
glimpsed in fleeting views.
The nature of views from Pudding Pie Nook Lane change along the route. At the
northern end, views of existing dwellings, access roads and dilapidated
boundaries/buildings infer an urban/suburban character of variable quality. South of
the existing settlement, the road becomes distinctly rural in character with limited
views due to high hedges. Views across the surrounding landscape are only
available through gaps in the hedge at field gates.
The field gate opposite Almond Nook Farm allows middle distance views towards
the Application Site through a gap in the woodland belts. Where these occur, views
are of a generally pleasant rural nature although not especially remarkable or of
special scenic character.
Predicted views
Traffic generated by the development will be visible by users of Pudding Pie Nook
Lane.
Proposed built development will be visible in fleeting views towards the Application
Site along the proposed access road. Glimpsed/filtered or partial views of the
proposed buildings would not appear distinctly incongruous or discordant given the
presence of other dwellings/commercial properties around the settlement. There
would be no loss of high-quality view due to the proposed development and no
perceived change in the extent of tree cover in the local landscape.
There will be middle distance views of proposed built development from the field
gate opposite Almond Nook Farm. Several dwellings on the southern edge of the
Application Site will be visible. There may also be partial glimpsed views of the
roofscape of other properties on the development area. Where visible, buildings on
the southern edge of the development would be partially or substantially screened
by hedges and planting on garden boundaries. There would be no loss of highquality view due and no perceived change in the extent of tree cover in the local
landscape.
Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Travellers on minor
road/public footpath

High

Magnitude of change
Low
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Residual

Travellers on minor road road/public
footpath

Moderate
/minor

Moderate
/minor

Moderate
/minor
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Table 12
Visual receptor group 4
Travellers on Whittingham Lane.
Visual receptor
Photographic viewpoints

1,2

Existing views
There are no direct views of land on the Application Site except for fleeting views of
Pudding Pie Nook Lane which forms part of the wider site area.

Predicted views
Travellers on Whittingham Lane will have no views of development on the Application
Site but will have fleeting views of the proposed works on Pudding Pie Nook Lane at
the junction.

Visual receptor

Sensitivity

Travellers on a minor
road

Medium

Magnitude of change
Negligible
Significance of Impact

Construction

Operation

Residual

Travellers on a minor road

Minor/neutral

Minor/neutral

Minor/neutral
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Viewpoint 1.

Viewpoint 2.

Viewpoint 3.

Viewpoint 4.

Viewpoint 5.

Viewpoint 6.

Viewpoint 7.

SECTION 7; CONCLUSION
7.1

The Application Site is located on the edge of an existing settlement, south of Dean Farm in Broughton.
The site covers a development area of just under one hectare. The site comprises a former paddock of
unmanaged semi-improved grassland and ménage arena, hard-standings and part of the rear garden of
Dean Farm. The site slopes towards Dean Brook, which borders the northern boundary, in a gradual,
even fall. Around the site margins there are mature trees, plantation woodland and conifer shelter belts.
There are also tree specimens in the garden of Dean Farm. Most of the tree planting, except along the
course of Dean Brook, is not historic but most likely planted in the 1960s as part of the commercial
operations for the former Oaks Nursery which occupied land to the east of Pudding Pie Nook Lane.

7.2

Land on the Application Site is substantially screened in public views by mature vegetation, topography
and garden boundaries. Where visible, the site is generally only discernible by existing mature trees.
Winter views may be slightly more extensive. The site has an enclosed character due to the presence of
mature vegetation, but this enclosure has evolved relatively recently following planting undertaken by the
former nursery business and owners of Dean Farm. In addition, the property and grounds at Dean Farm
have been substantially altered over the past 50 years. The property is of no historic architectural
importance.

7.3

The site lies within Landscape Character Area Landscape Character Area 5h Goosnargh – Whittingham
as described in The Landscape Character Assessment for Lancashire (Lancashire County Council, 2000).
Land in the study area site displays some of the key environmental factors described for Landscape
Character Area 5h Goosnargh – Whittingham, however, the character of land on the Application Site and
adjoining land has been altered by previous development and by new commercial development under
construction. In other parts of the study area the historic field pattern remains largely intact except where
the M6 motorway has severed the landscape. The motorway corridor has also impacted negatively on the
character of the local landscape due to audible traffic noise. This adversely affects local tranquillity.
Throughout the study area, woodland and tree cover has increased over the last 150 years due to housing
and commercial development. This is most noticeable in the landscape around Pudding Pie Nook Lane
where there are numerous small plantation woodlands and shelter belts. Historically, this land was
farmland and distinctly more open in character.

7.4

The proposed development is located on private, inaccessible land which has been altered by
previous/existing land use. It is not located on land which is a designated landscape area. The site is of
low amenity value except for existing tree cover which contributes to local green infrastructure and
settlement character. The site lies on the edge of an existing settlement which has expanded in a linear
fashion along Whittingham Lane but is more dispersed around Dean Farm and also west of the M6
motorway corridor. The historic landscape pattern has been substantially lost or altered due to previous
development. The site has low visibility within the local landscape due to plantation woodland and conifer
shelter belts around the margins. Surrounding land is already been developed for residential/commercial
use and further commercial development is under construction. The site has no habitats of high ecological
value. The sensitivity of the Application Site and adjoining land to a development of this nature and scale
is considered to be medium/low.

7.5

There would be a change in the character of the site due to the change in land use. These changes would
not be perceived outside the predicted visual envelop generated by the development. The visual envelop
is restricted to within 300m of the Application Site.

7.6

The development would result in the loss of approximately 0.41 hectares of semi-improved grassland, 8
individual trees and 7 tree groups. In addition, two trees are slightly affected by a minor encroachment
over the root zone. This would not affect the long term survival of the tree with appropriate root protection
works. One of the trees recommended for removal is dead, otherwise all removed trees are Category C.
The trees requiring root protection works are category C trees. The effected trees generally comprise of
plantation species such as poplar and conifer but also include birch and willow. Works to Pudding Pie
Nook Lane would result in the removal of a section of conifer hedge. The hedge would be replanted with
a new native hedge of equal length. The loss of trees and hedging would be partially mitigated by the
landscape proposals, however the extent of green infrastructure across the site would reduce and there
would be a change in the pattern of green infrastructure. Overall, the effect on landscape features is
considered to be minor.
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7.7

There are no predicted significant adverse effects on published landscape character areas due to the
scale and nature of these areas and the scale and nature of the proposed development.

7.8

The visual appraisal identified 4 local visual receptor groups which may experience visual effects due to
the development. The assessment concluded that no receptor group would experience significant visual
effects.
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